































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































“Research is a type of disciplined 
enquiry undertaken to resolve some 
problem in order to achieve 
understanding or to facilitate action” 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































“They taught me all I knew, their names are 
What and Why and When And How and 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































“Literature adds to reality, it does not simply describe it. It enriches the 
necessary competencies that daily life requires and provides; and in this respect, 
it irrigates the deserts that our lives have already become.”C.S. Lewis(British 


























































































































































































































































































































































Shenhar  et  al.  (2001:  p717)  associated  four  (4)  dimensions  of  success  with  a 
timeframe  of  expected  results.  Dimension  1  has  a  short  term  goal  of  project 
efficiency  (meeting  cost  time  goals).  Dimension  2  has  a  medium  term  goal  of 
customer  success  (meeting  technical  specifications,  functional performance  solving 
customer’s problem that triggered the project right through to matching  intangible 
and  tangible  outcomes  (Nogeste,  2006).  Dimension  3  has  a  long  term  goal  of 





































1. “Portfolio  and  programme  management  practices  that  allow  the  enterprise  to 




1 PAR is a form of action research where the researcher actively takes part as a participant rather than being a 





feedback  on  current  project  performance,  and  anticipated  future  success,  so  that 
project,  portfolio  and  corporate  decisions  can  be  aligned.  Corporations  are 
increasingly recognizing the need for ‘upstream’ measures of ‘downstream’ financial 





















































A  recent  series  of  natural  disasters  following  the  Earthquakes  and  Tsunamis  that 
struck the South East Asia region starting on December 26th 2004, killing hundreds of 
thousands of people and leaving many more destitute and homeless, has triggered a 






rebuild  methodology  (Project  Management  Institute,  2005).  There  has,  however, 
been relatively limited research field research work into how to improve delivery of 




theory  and  best  practice.  Interested  readers  can  refer  to  Morris  (1994)  for  a 




2000, Morris, 2001, Morris et al., 2000, Morris et al., 2006).  It also  tends  to  imply 
that  its  processes  and  procedures  can  be  universally  applied  and  this  has  been 
questioned with the re‐thinking PM movement (Hodgson and Cicmil, 2006, Winter et 
al., 2006a).  
The PMBOK’s  formulation was geared  to  responding  to highly  visible and  tangible 
projects  such  as  those  found  in  the  construction,  aerospace  and  shipbuilding 
industries.  Interest  in  appropriate  PM  practices  and  approaches  has  also  been 
focussed on project types for many years (Turner and Cochrane, 1993, Shenhar and 
Dvir,  1996,  Shenhar  and  Dvir,  2004).  There  appears  to  be  an  appreciation  that 
management of  some projects, particularly  those with difficult  to define  sub‐goals 


























































































































































































































There  is,  at  the  same  time,  more  recent  work  in  this  respect  looking  at  disaster 
















and  Pathranarakul,  2006)  does  address  the  approach  to  natural  disaster 





























































































































































































































In  the  typically high  risk and unstable environment  in which  these disasters occur, 











Whilst  he  doesn’t  get  to  the  broader  view  of  antecedents  to  effective  project 
management, he does  conclude  it  is difficult  to make  significant progress  in  these 
overarching aspects, which appear to be critical to success. The last of these aspects 
being  effective  means  of  ‘learning  from  experience’  on  projects.  They  combine 
explicit knowledge with  tacit knowledge  in a way  that encourages people  to  learn 
and  to embed  that  learning  into  continuous  improvement of project management 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































“To develop fuller problem statements, create more diverse 
thought trials, and apply multiple selection criteria more 
consistently to these thought trials”..... “An understanding 
of the terms theory, validation, and quality of theory is 
necessary for an understanding of the model”...“an ordered 
set of assertions about generic behaviour or structure assumed 
















































With respect to  learning the age old  ‘planned vs. actual’ method  is of fundamental 





“Learning  results  from  being  surprised:  detecting  a  mismatch  between what  was 
expected  to  happen  and  what  actually  did  happen.  If  one  understands  why  the 








“Well begun is half done” Aristotle 
“Tell me and I will forget, show me and I may remember, involve me and I 
will understand.”Chinese Proverb 
“For the things we have to learn before we can do them, we learn by doing 
them”. Aristotle 
"Management is, above all, a practice where art, science, and craft meet." 
Henry Mintzberg McGill University 
"The conventional definition of management is getting work done through people, 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 1. Meta-methodology: paradigms, systems thinking, and action research  
Social science paradigms  
(after Harriss, 1982) 
'Rational' Substantivist Structuralist 
Systems thinking  
(after Jackson and Keyes, 1984)
'Hard” 'Soft' 'Critical' 
Action research  
 (Grundy, 1982) 
















































































































































































































































































• Action research spiral   • Project Management 
Cycle  




• Act and observe   • Implementation and 
monitoring  




















































































































































































































































































































































“If you can keep your head when all 
around you are losing theirs and blaming it 
on you, if you can trust yourself when all 
doubt you, but make allowance for their 
doubting too....You can meet with disaster 
and triumph and treat those two imposters 
























































































































































































































4. The  feasibility  of  that  plan  (in  terms  of  resources,  contingencies,  risks  and 
outcomes) being resolved and signed off by all key players; 
5. Adequate  resources  being  committed  for  the  project  based  upon  detail 
derived from an achievable project plan; 
6. Clearly  stated  and  understood  PM  capacity,  experience  and  staff/senior 
manager's  support  including project  governance, dispute  resolution procedures  to 
engender trust behaviours;  
7. Adequate communication and project tools; 
8. Project  competencies  and  PM  skills,  adequate  and  agreed  organisation 
structure; and 
9. Integrity,  effective  communication,  commitment,  support,  team  approach, 
mentoring, and learning. 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































clarified - Comparison 
of 4 with 2
3. Root Definitions 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Environment -  the natural world, especially as affected by human organisation / 
activity Organisation - an organised body of people with a particular purpose, 
Purpose -  the reason for which something is done or for which something exists,  
resolve or determination,  Programme  - a broad effort encompassing a number of 
projects and/or functional activities with a common purpose. 
Stakeholder - a person with an interest or stake in the organisation, Culture - 
customs, institutions, and achievements of a particular nation, people, or group,  
Values - A principle, standard, or quality considered worthwhile or desirable, 
Success Criteria (CSC) - the standards by which the project are to be judged to 
have been successful in the eyes of the stakeholders. 
Communication - the exchange of information, ideas, or feelings, a plan of the 
communications activities during the programme, Governance - the functions, 
responsibilities, processes and procedures that define how the programme is set up, 
managed and controlled, Competence - having the necessary skill or knowledge to 
do something successfully. Trust - firm belief in the reliability, truth, ability, or 
strength of someone or something,  Intangible Goals - not directly quantifiable but 
which should still be built into the programme or project where possible e.g. 
improvements in staff learning 
Programme Management - the co-ordinated organisation, direction and 
implementation of a portfolio of projects and activities that together achieve outcomes 
and realise benefits that are of strategic importance, Project - a temporary 
organisation to undertake a unique, novel and transient endeavour managing the 
inherent uncertainty and need for integration in order to deliver beneficial objectives 
of change, Plan (ning) - a scheme, program, or method worked out beforehand for 
the accomplishment of an objective 
Implement - put into effect, Monitor - keep under observation, especially so as to 
regulate, record, or control, Outcome - results or changes of the programme or a 
process, including outputs, effects, and impacts, Critical Success Factors (CSF) - 
key areas of activity or enablers with which favourable results are necessary for a 
group to reach its goal 
Evaluate - to decide the value or worth of, Benefits - quantitative and qualitative 
improvements expected or resulting from a plan or programme, Stakeholder 
Expectations -  what is considered the most likely to happen. Any expectation is a 
belief that is centered on the future, may or may not be realistic. Evaluation Criteria 
- measurable Indicators that will be used to evaluate the progress to otherwise towards 
agreed (tangible and intangible) outcomes and long term desired impacts, Value - 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































There are two ways of 
spreading light; to be the 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 “Two roads diverged in a wood, and 
...I took the road less travelled by, 
and that has made all the 







































































9. Integrity,  effective  communication,  commitment,  support,  team  approach, 
mentoring, and learning. 
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Appendix 1 – Project Management Action Research Validation  
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ABOVE AND BEYOND 
 





This paper is in two parts 
 
1. The Emergent Success Factors in Project Management 
 
2. A Positive Contract 
 
Firstly, the understanding of the benefits of shared goals, 
delegation, leadership, and monitoring as key driving and 
motivation factors in a project will be addressed. 
 
This will be explained against the backdrop of findings coming out 
of the Annual PMI Symposium in Boston and Beyond. 
 
A number of points are self evident, yet are constantly ignored in a 
number of environments, mostly to the detriment of those projects. 
 
Secondly, in a Contract Environment too much effort has been 
focussed on negative aspects and divisive legal processes.  By 
incorporation of the key success factors in project management a 
positive contract can guide people to a problem solving and 
collaborative path which would significantly improve the average 
outcome. 
 
THE BOTTOM LINE 
 
The “Bottom Line” of a project will benefit from incorporation of the 
fundamentals coming out of this paper.  The projects that do work 
to these guidelines should have markedly improved outcomes in 
time, cost and quality, be better investments with less risk and be 
more enjoyable to work on. 
 









1996 Annual PMI Seminars & Symposium and beyond 
 
Boston  Massachusetts  USA 
 
 
Theme:  Revolutions, Evolutions & Project Solutions 
 
 
1996 Proceedings 1144 Pages 
 
 Tracks Papers / Presenters 
 
Automotive 4 
Design, Procurement & Construction 22 
Defence / Aerospace 8 
Environment Management 13 
Education / Training 6 
Financial Services 4 
Government 4 
Health Care 10 
Information Management & Movement 21 
Information Systems 16 
Manufacturing 3 
New Product Development 13 
Oil, Gas & Petrochemical 6 
Pharmaceutical / Biotechnology 9 
Professional Development 44 
Reengineering 15 
Utilities  16 
     
   214 Papers Total 
 













FOCUS OF PAUL STEINFORT 
 
After 25 years on the project management main stream l wanted to arrive at a 
view of the limits and future value of project management.  The Project 
Management Institute of USA (PMI) outdates me in practice in that it was 
formed 31 years ago and has been holding Annual Seminars and 
Symposium for 27 years now.  It seems a reasonable place to address the 
question.  This year in Boston the PMI played host to over 2,600 
representatives from around the would but mostly from the American 
Continent. 
 
My focus on this pilgrimage was in fact the question of “What lies beyond 
Project Management?”.  Is there something that it will evolve into in the 
foreseeable future?  What is beyond it in two senses of the phrase i.e. what 
lies further to it and what is beyond it in the sense that project management is 
not suitable to it? 
 
Answers were found to both questions and l am more than satisfied with the 
journey and its lessons.  Of course, for people outside of my world, it is 
probably important to understand my view of project management.  Project 
Management is the identifying of objectives, planning, organising and 
monitoring their achievement within the time, cost and performance 
boundaries agreed and to ensure or guide their achievements. 
 
We carried out a survey in 1988 of over 100 companies and groups in 
Australia when project management was not nearly as widespread as it is 
now.  Whilst the outcome of that survey was well publicised many peoples’ 
pictures of project management had not really focused.  Much water has 
passed under the project management bridge since then and more 
importantly the use of project management over a significantly broader range 
of enterprises has proven successful.  It was in the late 80’s that l was 
involved in the course development committee for the Masters in Project 
Management at RMIT.  A key point in my drive for that course was for the 
“generic“ development of a project management course that was not specific, 
that the principles of project management were applicable anywhere where 
people were to achieve new goals with limited resources.  That key point 
















In the last 10 years we have been involved in “leading edge” developments 
in project management in both its traditional and non-traditional 
environments.  Processes such as “Novation” and full responsibility contract, 
fast track programming, detailed design monitoring, the development of 
computer- based project control processes, training and education have all 
been part of advancements that have had a very positive impact on the 
confidence of delivery of a range of projects.  Throughout all of this change is 
a constant and continual improvement as a necessary response. 
 
But there is more to it all than process, delivery methods and systems.  And it 
was from that point that this year has developed for me.  The most clear 
outcome from that reassessing was the development of our new logo and 
theme “YOUR PROJECT PATH”.  The logo stylistically images an objective 
and a path to your objective - your project path. 
 
Our key role has become to identify with people or groups their key 
objectives, ensure that they are achievable and then together with them to 
determine the path to get there and then sit with them as navigator or mentor 
to help them achieve their goals. 
 
I arrived at this picture before l went to the PMI Symposium but determined to 
put it on the shelf in cold storage until I came back from the Symposium with 
what may well have been a differing direction. 
 
It was never an easy decision to go to Boston and neither was it a small 
investment of my time or resources (also in respect of opportunity costs).  But 
l had travelled 25 years to this point and l wanted to have a very good look at 
the map.  Sometimes one must step back to move forward.  And so l did. 
 
The papers presented in Boston were, to say the least voluminous.  The 
particular sessions l attended were sufficient to give me the answers and the 
direction l needed.  The main themes coming through every session l 
attended were on the fundamentals.  The PMI have, over a number of years, 
developed what some see as the Bible for project management - more 

















It has 12 Chapters 1. Introduction. 
 2. The Project Management Context. 
 3. Project Management Processes. 
 4. Project Integration Management. 
 5. Project Scope Management. 
 6. Project Time Management. 
 7. Project Cost Management. 
 8. Project Quality Management. 
 9. Project Human Resources Management. 
 10. Project Communication Management. 
 11. Project Risk Management. 
 12. Project Procurement Management. 
 
The 1996 Edition has 175 pages containing the collective wisdom of many 
respected people and organisations and many many years of experience and 
framework in project management.  This framework has become the major 
reference for project management around the world and whilst it suffers to a 
degree from American terminology and processes it is a very worthwhile 
publication. 
 
Further to this, the PMI has established a certification process known as the 
PMP (Project Management Professional) based on a seven hour exam on all 
of the above topics.  This is a knowledge-based exam.  In order to sit for the 
exam you need to firstly be able to satisfy a process that you have sufficient 
experience  in Project Management. 
 
The topics addressed in this exam are mostly generic but, for instance, the 
project procurement management which includes contract management has 
processes in “bid”, “solicitation” and “close out” that are not used in Australia.  
Terminology and semantics can play tricks with the understanding.  I found, 
ironically, that ,in one of the areas l was most practised in it was most difficult 
to move to and agree with the American terminology.  In that respect some 












The Australian Institute of Project Management has developed Australian 
Standards for Competency in Project Management and these become quite 
relevant in the future context of Project Management in Australia. 
 
A prime focus that came out of the symposium was the emphasis on 
competencies as well as knowledge in Project Management as we are 
dealing with part theory, part skills in practice.  This formalisation of Project 
Management practice was not the prime focus of my journey.  The collective 
outcomes of the lessons of Project Management in practice in my areas of 
application was key. 
 
So the fundamentals l was researching were not theory or certification based. 
They were real life outcomes, ones that l could reference with real life project 
experiences and project into our future. 
 
The fundamentals that emerged in that context were not a surprise.  They 
were, however, sound reinforcement and whilst nothing l have learnt or 
developed or lead or put into practice has been wasted, it is to be put in the 
context of what we too often do not resolve or have recourse to resolve.  
Equally I would say they have found that in the U.S.A. and elsewhere. 
 
THE THREE PROFESSORS 
 
Perhaps the best summary of this was in a paper jointly presented by three 
professors.  The paper investigated what project managers from around the 
world perceive to be most important. 
 
The seven factors that emerged were: 
 
 1. Goal orientation and awareness of mission. 
 2. Organisational recognition and rewards. 
 3. Team participation, shared decision making. 
 4. Equity, mutual respect, trust, valued partnership. 
 5. Autonomy, self management, continual    
  improvement, responsibility. 
 6. Multi-skilled cross training, flexibility, commitment. 
 7. Support role and atmosphere, human resource  
  emphasis. 
 
 






A most interesting outcome of the research was the finding that project 
managers valued the above considerably more than the corporations that 
support them.  That is, the gap that exists between project managers and 
executive managers is certainly not foreign to Australia. 
 
A PROJECT NEEDS 
 
In all the presentations l attended the fundamentals that were seen as 
essential l can put in my own words and summary.  Regardless of the 
efficiency of the methods, the delivery systems, the processes and the 
developments, the projects need to have 
 
1. Agreed objectives that are clearly understood by key players. 
 
2. A plan of action that is achievable and sets out understandable  
and identifiable steps along a path to that objective. 
 
3. The commitment and support of senior most management. 
 
4. An organisation and structure that will enable teamwork, 
recognition, reward, shared goals, meeting individual needs, 
emphasis on co-operation and self management. 
 
5. Management style that enables leaders to develop group or 
individual goals that are aligned with the overall objectives but 
which can be developed by those leaders and monitored reliably.  
The project manager’s role is then to mentor, coach and support 
those leaders in the achievement of those goals.  In advanced 
examples of this, these leaders assess their own performance on 
an annual or regular basis and present that assessment to their 
manager for certification. 
 
6. A project framework that enables teamwork.  This is a very large 
development in the U.S.A. where it comes under different 
headings i.e. Team Management, Management by Objectives, 
Project Management etc.  Microsoft (who have never been slow 
to recognise a market) will launch, later this year, a software 
product call “Team Manager”.  I have been privy to a Beta 
version of this product and some documentation and it essentially 
helps people look at their objectives, break them down into 
actions, link those actions to team members, see the loading that 
results, reallocate if necessary and then delegate out and receive 
monitoring on those from each team member.  It is not critical 
path based, it is team based. 






7. A project team approach that enables groups or individuals to 
maximise their effectiveness on the project and their individual 
development.  Optimum output from a project will be obtained 
when each person or group is most motivated.  The point of 
motivation needs careful consideration.  Money is not necessarily 
the prime motivation. 
 
8. A project team organisation that matches needs with appropriate 
skills.  Insufficient thought goes into the demands of different 
project roles and the personal or group skills set that will best 
perform in that role. 
 
9. Leadership.  Eventually leadership is showing people how to get 
to where they want to be.  Where they want to be needs an 
identification of individual and group goals and accomplishing the 
alignment of those goals with the project objectives.  A significant 
realisation and development recently is the greater efficiencies 
brought about by enabling people to achieve their own goals in 
alignment with the corporate goals.  In this framework 
experienced Project Managers are used much more effectively as 
coaches and mentors rather than as experienced drivers. 
 
10. Credibility and Reliability.  Credibility in leading a project team 
doesn’t just come with being honest or reliable.  It comes with 
knowledge and skills appropriate to the task.  Credibility in a 
project manager is of increasing importance to the effectiveness 
of the project, the team and the outcome.  A problem solving 
approach is fundamental - a “we are with you not against you” 
attitude is the key. 
 
What does all the above mean to my view of project management as it 
has been and as it should be at its most successful? 
 
MINDSET OR PARADIGM 
 
Well the most outstanding point is a new mindset, a paradigm shift, an 
evolution in the way we would approach a project and its resources.  There 
has, over many years, been at least an acknowledgment that project teams 
within an organisation function better with many of the preceding ingredients.  
Whilst not often achieved in practice the theory has been accepted.  It is, 
however, considerably more challenging to put the above principles to mind 
in an external contracting environment on large or complex projects. 
 
 






I think the first mind step to make before doing that, however, is to be honest 
about the objectives, intentions, and outcome of a project. 
 
If you were to ask any project director, manager or senior manager in the 
initial stages of a project what is the best outcome for this or any partnership, 
they would most likely say a win/win - i.e. all parties should be motivated to a 




Those involved in the original development of, say, the Novation contract of 
the M.C.G. Great Southern Stand felt that it should be seen to bring about a 
sharing of objectives amongst agreeing parties in the project.  That the 
problem solving of the design detailing would be shared by the contractor, 
designers and the principal. (and subcontractors?)  Well, the physical 
outcome on that project within time and cost was fine, but, could the process 
have been better?  The answer for anyone looking at continual improvement 
is, of course, yes.  Possibly the greatest pressures in a direct sense on many 
such projects are shared by sub contractors and the consultants to them. 
 
But did subcontractors on, say, the M.C.G. share the win/win approach when 
it came to the crunch?  Interesting question.  I will not address the answer to 
that-rather leave it hanging in the air.  I want to re-use that point as a bridge 
to a broader one. 
 
Eventually, because nothing is perfect, we are faced with the trade off of 
time, cost and quality-the perennial project management balancing act. 
 
In the trade offs, do some parties suffer and, if they do, is that detrimental to 
the attainment of the objectives of the project?  If the project was to enable 
ongoing win/win for all parties would it cost more?  Would it take longer? 
 
The present process for achieving a project is to generally develop a design, 
estimate the cost of that design, go to the market place and receive prices for 
that design and hopefully, complete that design as a product at that price. 
 
In receiving prices for that design, various risks are either identified and 
proceed or are ignored.  The lucky (?) contractor that wins the project stays 
in business that bit longer and then seeks a return by doing that work better 
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Contracts under these pressures are becoming complicated machinations 
beyond the comprehension of the average subcontractor or of the average 
supplier of parts of the project. 
 
It is a most interesting aspect to ponder that if we sought a simpler path, a 
clearer path, would the cost necessarily be higher? 
 
RISK AND THE FINAL OUTCOME 
 
A factor which needs a lot more attention than it usually gets is Risk.  
Contracts which develop a very competitive pricing strategy may achieve a 
very low starting price but submerge, at least temporarily, dangerous risk.  
The very keen pricing and tendering that is presently being experienced in 
the market place does not necessarily mean you will get best value for your 
money on the project.  It may mean that a particular contractor has even won 
the work at no potential profit just to stay in business.  In such cases there is 
an ongoing pressure to recover costs in a variety of ways from the project 
 
Research over an extensive number of projects in the U.S.A. has shown that 
a low initial contract more often than not ends up costing more thatn the next 
lowest tender.  This comes about because of  number of factors including 
 
 - a portion of the works can not be completed at the price set.  
 - the contractor seeks alteration by focussing on problems in the  
  documents. 
- the contractor passes of unallocated risk to subcontractors who 
 then find it difficult to continue and in some cases collapse 
 
In some cases the projects are completed at the original price but something 
is comprised in the process.  Or sometimes the project manager or the 
architect and engineer just work inordinately hard to cover the risk and 
resolve the problems regardless. 
 
What is not generally understood is that risk can actually surface on a 
project, if not properly dealt with, and that it could cost the project dearly. 
 
So eventually it is important to analyse the long term desired outcome of a 
project at its probable cost and face identification and resolution or 
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THE M.C.G. GREAT SOUTHERN STAND PROJECT 
 
The M.C.G. Great Southern Stand remains one of the best delivered projects 
in Melbourne of recent times.  Its contract delivery process was well thought 
out and executed.  But there were some losers on the project.  Is that 
inevitable and is there any alternative? 
The responsibility of taking on design/contract requirements on this project 
was, to some extent, underestimated and misunderstood by the head 
contractor and more so by a number of subcontractors.  The communication 
and education in that peculiarity was never comprehensive.  There were also 
matters of culture and previous experience in the approach to design 
problems on that and later Novation contracts. 
 
In its broadest sense, the intention of the Novation contract was to achieve a 
project contract that did not encourage extra cost claims.  That brought about 
a situation where the design was constructed with the detail problem-solving 
taken on by the contractor who was pleased with the outcome even if it was 
not a large profit.  The designers ? Well it certainly was new ground for them.  
But, in the majority they saw it in a positive light.  The subcontractors?  Most 
fared O.K., some fared well, some not so well.  So why the thought for 
improvement? 
 
THE CARROT OR THE STICK 
 
Well the first question there is, is the best price achieved by containment or 
by motivation?  Is it the carrot or the stick? 
 
The first response is that the best outcome is achieved by commitment and 
then the question is whether that commitment is to known prices and risk and 
to reliable times.  And who is to say what is the best price?  Competition of 
course.  But does competition encourage a hiding of risk or an over-
keenness to underprice risks?  And how do you avoid this or achieve the real 
price for a project?  Do we encourage efficiencies or risk avoidance? 
 
Eventually it would seem that there is a real material, labour and equipment 
price for a given project.  Whether the quantity surveyor or the contractor 
achieves this is a variable.  The degrees of saving from equipment, methods, 
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Another problem to address is one of lack of trust.  The designer maybe 
fearful they will get “screwed” by the contractor-and sometimes with just 
cause.  The contractor is fearful of the designer or the project manager of the 
principal.  Some contractors evidence a “claims” mentality.  Some designers 
have a minimal responsibility approach. 
 
Well, Novation did improve all that, but it’s a long way from perfect.  What is 
the next step? 
 
THE KEY SUCCESS FACTORS 
 
The key success factors in any project contract are to have shared objectives 
and the opportunity for gain for the partners to the agreements.  Now, these 
objectives need to be defined and owned at each contracting level and for 
each party to the contract to have the opportunity for gain.  What can tend to 
happen in some forms of partnerships is the head contracting partners 
resolve what they think are their key objectives and motivations and the 
contract proceeds on that basis.  The secondary or sub contracting parties 
then are not contracted to those objectives.  As this secondary contracting 
(which the delivery of the project may be absolutely dependent on) expands 





It has been found over a large number of industries that projects run more 
effectively, produce more quality and take less resources if key participants. 
 
: understand the objectives of the project. 
: understand their roles in achieving the objectives. 
: are motivated by and committed to the project. 
: have been shown goals for the project. 
: feel they have something to gain from the project. 
: have some form of investment (not necessarily monetary) in the 
outcome of the project. 
: have core competencies necessary for the project 
: work in an environment that encourages problem solving  
: are rewarded for effort / outcome 
: have authority and responsibility 
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Significant savings in time and cost can be achieved if these factors are in 
place.  This has been proven time and again in enterprise, corporate or 
internal projects. 
 
Yet these learning’s have not been implemented in construction contracting 
projects in Australia. 
 
The standard contracts for construction projects do not foster the above 
points.  In fact, they tend to focus people into negative or polarised positions 
which can actually work against the achievements of the overall project 
objectives.  The usual Principal to Head Contractor or Designer and then 
Head Contractor Designer to subcontractor process defines boundaries for 
packages of technical work and often does not even address the 
identification of common objectives.  Neither does it identify what each party 
feels they can gain from the project (other than potential profit for risk)or any 
additional skills they can contribute, neither does it set overlying objectives or 
a project charter. 
 
Overlying objectives can be constructively used to resolve detailed conflict 
problems.  A good example of this is in the use of a design brief (i.e. a set of 
design objectives) in a Novation Contract.  It has been a positive experience 
when matters of detailed design come into dispute to refer to the design brief 
or design objectives to resolve the problem.  In the vast majority of situations 
this has been achieved. 
 
This set of objectives for design should be extended to further sets of 
objectives for management, process, problem solving, correspondence and 
possibly even outcome of investment. 
 
A POSITIVE CONTRACT 
 
Project Contracts presently focus on the technical requirements of the project 
and are dominated by clauses that address negative processes in detail in 
contract containment or dispute resolution.  This can be very limiting in any 
project and can tend to focus people in the wrong direction. 
 
A real positive that emerged with Novation was the “Design Brief”.  This is 
basically a document setting out the “Design Objectives” for the project - 
which become an agreement or a set of shared objectives for the technical 
design requirements of the project.  What has proven very valuable in the 
resolution of conjecture over the intent of the drawings or specifications in 
these contracts is the ability to refer to the Design Objectives (or Brief) to 
resolve disagreements.  By referring to the positive points of what has been 
agreed to achieve, people become focused on solving problems rather than 
negatively drawing sides and disputes. 
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This finding can be extended to encapsulate further objectives that may be 
just as relevant to the satisfactory achievement of the desired outcome for a 
project.  So as well as a Design Brief (read objectives) one may need 
Management Objectives and/or Cost Minimisation Objectives and/or Quality 
Objectives and/or Process Objectives and/or Risk Minimisation Objectives 
and/or more. 
 
These objectives can be arrived at through a given process.  This may be 
started prior to the full detailing of the contract.  What is to be brought about 
is the sharing of objectives over both the technical and the process in all 
intended outcomes of the project. 
 
The objectives should also cover a strategy for achieving each of the 
objectives.  This may be dealt with in the way a Novation contract deals with 
the development of a final detailed design, i.e. by a process set out in the 
special conditions of contract. 
 
THE SHARING OF OBJECTIVES THROUGH A CONTRACT 
 
The commitment to and sharing of objectives through a contract is not new.  
However, the tendency in the past has been to focus objectives on the 
obvious, the technical, and expect that all of the rest takes care of itself.  
That the management of the contract will be effective enough in itself to deal 
with all the unidentified risk, uncertainty, human error, insufficient design and 
all else that may happen.  If it is not a path for contract resolution, dispute 
and hopefully resolution will be apparent.  The reality these days is that there 
are an awful lot of contract disputes and claims happening.  The other reality 
is that risk does not necessarily decrease with a more complicated contract.  
The way to decrease risk is to face it and resolve it wherever possible and 
therefore a contract should encourage that process. 
 
To focus on a range of objectives throughout a project with a consequent 
detailing of subsets and step wise definition of the steps necessary for those 
objectives is a considerably more effective way of carrying out a project.  The 
sharing of these objectives between contracting parties with potential for 
each new contracting party to contribute to those objectives in such a way 
that it adds to their commitment and investment in the project is a very strong 
motivator on any project.  To enable this in a legal contract framework and to 
set out a process by which, firstly, those objectives are evolved, shared and 
detailed, and then to encourage reference back to those objectives whenever 
a problem arises, is the need of an improved form of contract. 
 
The sharing of objectives can then be carried out at different levels of the 
project.  i.e. between the principal and the Head Contractor, between the 
Head contractor and the sub contractor and even between contractors and 
staff. 
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Thus, ownership of the project can be motivated at all levels of the project.  
Motivation, a positive attitude, problem solving and teamwork can bring about 
a considerably better project outcome in less time and at least cost with 
better quality. 
 
OUTPUTS FROM PROJECT PLAN DEVELOPMENT 
 
• Project charter 
• A description of the project management approach or strategy (a 
summary of the individual management plans from the other 
knowledge areas.) 
• Scope statement, which includes the project deliverables and the 
project objectives. 
• Workdown breakdown structure (WBS) to the level at which control 
will be exercised. 
• Cost estimates, scheduled start dates, and responsibility 
assignments to the level of the WBS at which control will be 
exercised. 
• Performance measurements baselines for schedules and cost. 
• Major milestones and target dates for each. 
• Key or required staff. 
• Key risks, including constraints and assumptions, and planned 
responses for each. 
• Subsidiary management plans, including scope management plan, 
schedule management plan etc. 
• Open issues and pending decisions. 
 
Other project planning outputs should be included in the formal plan based 
upon the needs of the individual project. 
 
Supporting detail for the project plan includes: 
 
• Outputs from other planning processes that are not included in the 
projects plan. 
• Additional information or documentation generated during 
developments of the project plan. (eg. Constraints and 
assumptions that were not previously known). 
• Technical documentation such as requirements, specifications, 
and designs. 
• Documentation of relevant standards 
 
This material should be organised as needed to facilitate its use during 
project plan execution. 
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FORMS OF CONTRACT 
 
Forms of Contract are continually evolving.  (AS2124) Australian Standards 
Conditions of Contract is now the most widely accepted.  We have been 
working with this form of contract for 16 years and feel it addresses the 
containment of a well-defined project.  That is, if the objectives are 
adequately defined.  But it can be made more positive and co-operative 
 
AS 4300 - Australian Standards General Conditions of Contract for Design 
and Construct, whilst not widely accepted as AS2124, can sit with a Positive 
Contract. 
 
Of considerable relevance and very much in line with the direction of our 
findings is a “New Contract for Construction Projects” development  in 
N.S.W.  It is called the “C21 Construction Contract Conditions” and is 
intended to replace traditional contract adversarial relationships 
 
We find we have a shared goal with the drafters of this C21 contract who 
wish to have a less adversarial more co-operative contract.  However C21 
only goes part of the way.  It does not address the inclusion of key success 
factors into the contract neither does it fully address matters of importance. 
 
C21 seeks co-operation in achieving cost, time and quality goals and works 
in plain English. 
 
A NEW CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT 
 
Another contract, now with a track record, that addresses a positive approach 
in plain English in a major development of the Institution of Civil Engineers 
London, “The NEC Engineering and Construction Contract” 2nd Edition. (NEC 
standing for New Engineering Contract).  This contract is claimed to have 
been used on over 3000 projects. 
 
This contract brings about an obligation of parties to act co-operatively and in 
good faith.  This is coupled with procedures designed to stimulate good 





The key to contract structuring of a “Positive Contract” is to identify the 
objectives for the project at a “Principal” level and then to have a process that 
achieves shared goals within these objectives at the contractor, designer and 
subcontractor level.  These shared goals should also incorporate key goals 
of the contractor, designer and/or subcontractor. 
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THE DRIVING FACTOR 
 
The benefit of having incentives or goals identified by the key players is that 
is can greatly increase their motivation and their driving factor.  Remember it 
has been found that in group projects, efficiencies, economy and quality are 
greatly increased by strong motivating factors and the acceptance of 




Contracts can also provide for or encourage and frame design of technical 
innovation.  Because of the negative focus of some contract developments 
parties can be discouraged from innovation which may otherwise have been 
a positive benefit of saving to the project.  It is therefore productive and 
positive to enable innovation through the contract framework and process.  
An example of where this has been addressed is in C21 Clause 46 
“Assessment for Innovation” 
 
THE KEY INGREDIENTS 
 
The key ingredients for a positive development not presently included in the 
current normal contract are: 
 
• A project charter including Project Objectives 
• A Scope Statement, and Scope Management Plan 
• (WBS) A Work Breakdown Structure 
• A Communication Plan 
• Constraints and Assumptions 
•  A problem solving direction 
•  An agreed monitoring process for: 
 - Project Relations 
 - Claims and Issues Resolutions 
 - Time cost and Quality combined 
• A process for developing shared goals with Principal and consequent 
 contracting parties. 
• A process for identifying key investment factors (not only financial) for 
 Principal and consequent contracting parties. 
• A resolution process that does note quickly become adversarial. 
•  Reference to a paramount document which defines key objectives in
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AS2124, C21, AS4300 or other forms of Standard Contract conditions can be 
used in a Positive Contract.  A developed process for identifying and 
agreeing key objectives and then forming shared goals with ongoing 
contracting parties is available. 
 
A Project Charter  as defined in the PMBOK guide needs understanding and 
can be put in place. 
 
A process also for developing a communication plan, a work breakdown 
structure, identification of key risks, constraints and assumptions also exists 
and can be put in place.  An outline example of this process will be illustrated  
at the workshop.  Special clauses that focus problem solving ahead of 
disputation  are available.  Examples of this are clauses 6 and 46 of C21. 
 
Also a broader monitoring of key aspects of the project in addition to the 
usual time and quality monitoring is very well presented in Attachment 1 
(pages 62 & 63) of C21.  This monitoring of Time, Cost, Quality, Project 
Relations, Communication, Claims and Issue Resolution is a very good 
development. 
 
There are also improvements possible in subcontractors’ input, commitment, 
performance and relationships as evidenced by clause 34 of C21. 
 
The development of a paramount document of project objectives (or Project 
charter) as an extension on the design objectives (or design brief) is 
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In summary it is not a big step in practice to achieve a positive contract.  It is 
not necessary to move away from existing contracting practice rather, by key 
focussing and monitoring frameworks, to move to a considerably more 
efficient and motivating one.  It is certainly worthwhile working to achieve this 
outcome because the gains in efficiency, outcome and industry practice will 
be considerable.  It is also seen that there could be significant savings in 
time and cost on any project.  It could prove a very popular and  mutually 
rewarding innovation. 
 
Whilst the contract is covered in general, all details necessary for achieving 
the successful implementation of a positive contract are not set out in this 
paper.  Insights into the process of developing the objectives, the charter, the 
risk mitigation , the communication plan and the general starting framework 
will be discussed at the presenting of this paper.  The application on a given 
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Aim 
 
After completing this topic you should be able to have a straight forward 
understanding of the overview of project management.  Your understanding 
should cover key components and phases of project management and its life 
cycle and be able to see when to apply project management. 
 
In a general overview situation you should be able to define key phases in a 
project management lifecycle and understand the process of defining, 
planning, implementing and completing a project.  Whilst integration of all 
topics of scope, time, cost, quality, human resources, communication, risk and 
procurement will be dealt with in detail in Topic 10, you should have a basic 
understanding of the integrating effect of the key phases of define, plan 
implement and complete in a project. 
 
The introduction provides an overview and general context for when, where 
and why people are required to use project management processes.  
Examples of different types of projects, both small and large, that require 
project management skills will be used to put the theory into context.  This 
topic highlights that project management is made up of a number of discrete 
elements, which will be investigated in more detail in Topics 2 – 9.  Topic 10 
integrates these elements and provides participants with an opportunity to 
combine and apply project management, as a single discipline, to a project in 
their work place. 
 
Learning Objectives Criteria  
 
At the end of this topic participants should be able to: 
 
1.1 Describe the components of project management 
 
1.2 Identify situations that require a formal project management approach 
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Project management differs markedly from traditional management in a 
number of aspects but clearly in the level of clarity and focused application of 
its key processes. 
 
It engenders very much from a holistic approach but then is very clear in 
defining each of the consistent parts of the project and then relating them in a 
clearly connected way back to the whole.  It is remarkable in that it can relate 
the whole to the part and each part to the whole. 
 
This gives a project manager considerably better planning, management and 
view of the project as it is progressed through each of its life cycle phases of 
defining, planning, implementing, and completing. 
 
The general project management process is not often clearly understood and 
it is this we will address from the outset.  We will start with a picture of the 
whole and then look at the parts in detail and then conclude by looking at the 
integration of the parts back into the whole with full view of the components to 
be integrated. 
 
Topic 10 will deal with the total integration of all topics in process example 
and working assignment but with Topic 1 we will overview the key parts and 
processed to integrate. 
 
The key to project management is that to have a successful project you will 
need to develop and agree on a Project Plan and then implement it.  In order 
to develop the Project Plan you will need to understand the key phases to 
initiate and Define a Project and then to Implement and Complete the project. 
 
In order to do the above you will need to understand the following processes : 
 
1. Define Develop Project Plan 
2. Plan 
3. Implement Implement Project Plan 
4. Complete 
 
These are basically the key steps in the lifecycle of a project with the first of 
these being the International Guide to the Project Management Body of 
Knowledge (PMBOK) ®, the (Australian) National Competency Standards in 
Project Management (NCSPM) and AS / NZ 3905 Quality in Project 
Management. 
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These all deal with the same process but use slightly different terminology.  
For instance the PMBOK® outlines the project life cycle as: 
 
Initiating Process  (Define) 
Planning Process  (Plan) 
Executing Process  (Implement) 
Closing Process  (Complete) 
 
We will explore these integrating processes and define them clearly and in 
standard terms.  All processes will be faithful to the PMBOK, NCSPM and AS 
/ NZ 3905 and will correlate them so that any gaps between these 
publications may be addressed and understood. 
 
All of these publications deal with the same components of the integration of 
project management as categories or units being: 
 
Project Time Management 
Project Cost Management 
Project Quality Management 
Project Human Resource Management 
Project Communications Management 
Project Risk Management 
Project Procurement Management 
Project Integration Management 
 
This topic defines project management, its applications, context and 
processes and when it should be used.  The following topics will detail these 
processes and through examples, put it into context to ensure  understanding 
of each units application.  The final topic of integration will then serve to bring 
it all together and make it clear in application regardless of the industry it is to 
be applied to. 
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1.1  Learning Objective Criteria - 1 
 
 To describe the components of Project Management 
 
 “Agreed project phases, approval points and review points are implemented to 
accommodate all project management function requirements.” 
 
 “The project plan is developed, based on requirements of project sub-plans, 
agreed by higher project authority and implemented as the basis for project 
management.” 
 
 “Designated project control mechanisms are implemented to accommodate 
change throughout the project life cycle.” 
 
The General Pro ject Management Process 
 
First let us define what a project is 
 
A project is defined as an agreed process undertaken to achieve a 
unique and common objective defined for specific requirements 
including constraints on time, cost and quality and involving elements 
of risk, human resources, communication and procurement. 
 
 Project Phases  
 
 Because projects are unique undertakings, they involve a degree of 
uncertainty.  Organisations performing projects will usually divide each project 
into several project phases to provide better management control and 
appropriate links to the ongoing operations of the performing organisation.  
Collectively, the phases are known as the project life cycle.  Each project 
phase is marked by completion of one or more deliverables. 
 
 The Project Life Cycle 
 
 A project passes through a number of distinct phases or stages, from project 
conception, through project execution to project completion.  These phases 
are known collectively as the “Project Life Cycle”. 
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At its highest level and as set out in the PMBOK® in the Chapter on Project 
Integration Management, project management involves the development of a 
project plan, the implementation of that project plan and control processes to 
guide both. 
 
A project plan is not just a bar chart as commonly thought.  It is the scoping 
and planning of all key issues of the scope, time, cost, quality, HR, 
communications, risk, procurement and integration (the nine categories of 
PM). 
 
This is a document to be developed and agreed with all key stakeholders and 
then implemented and controlled. 
 
To implement an agreed Project Plan is the key to the Project 
Management process 
 
You need to go through a process of steps to first achieve agreement of the 
project plan. This process brings into play each of the nine categories of 
project management previously referred to. 
 
Too many projects and project managers try to implement project plans that 
have not been properly developed or do not follow an agreed process.  The 
result is predictably not a good one and it is usually due to the failure to 
understand the process that causes this in the first place. 
 
A Project Plan 
 
First, it is necessary to understand what comprises a project plan. 
 
A Project Plan is defined most simply by Australian Standards AS / NZ 3905 





Project Plan Development Project Plan
Implementation
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A project plan will include key aspects of all nine categories of project 
management (scope, time, cost, quality, HR, communication, risk, 
procurement and integration) previously referred to. 
 
Developing a project plan involves considerable work and key resources and 
as such should not be underestimated.  In order to apply the necessary 
project management resources to develop a project plan most projects start 
with an initiation process (Project Charter) which then gains authorisation of 
the resources necessary to achieve a “Project Plan”. 
 
This “Project Plan” then needs to be implemented and successfully 
completed.  The four phases of project management are as the graphic 




Define and plan the Project (Develop Project Plan) 
 
The first two life cycle phases previously referred to as Define (Initiation) and 
Plan (Planning), are required to achieve a Projec t Plan (Charter) and work 
towards its agreement (signoff). 
 
To Define the project you need to Initiate the project and then to Scope it. 
 
The steps involved in these processes are summarised below and involve all 
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Project Charter - Project stakeholders are identified with guidance of higher  
  project authorities to determine the influence of others on  
  achievement of project outcomes. 
 
It includes the following information: 
- Background (reasons & opportunities)  
- Project Goal (succinct & clear)  
- Key Stakeholders  
- Related Projects 
- Project Selection Criteria 
- Constraints & Assumptions (become key risks)  
- Risks  
 
 
Project Scope - The scope of a project comprises a combination of the end 
products of the project and the work required to produce 
them.  Scope management involves the initial justification 
of the project and initial project start-up, as well as the 
ongoing definition of deliverables, objectives and 
constraints.  Project scope forms the foundation of the 
project plan and the basis from which other related plans 
are developed and the focus of their integration. 
 
It includes the following information: 
- Main Phases 
- Work Breakdown Structure (W.B.S.) 
- Time Objectives  
- Cos t Objectives  
- Quality Objectives  
- Human Resources (constraints, key or scarce)  
- Communication (communication (organisation structure) requirements monitoring or 
reporting)  
- Risks (identify key risks to project)  




Project Plan -  A formal, approved document used to guide both project execution 
and project control. Its primary uses are to document planning 
assumptions and decisions, to facilitate communication among 




It includes the following information: 
 
Time 
- W.B.S (each main phase or principal work activity)  
- Key Tasks/Activities  (for each phase of W.B.S)  
- Durations  (for each task/activity)  
- Dependencies  (that exist between tasks/activities)  
- Develop Gantt Chart  
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Human Resource 
- Human Resources  (resources needed for each task/activity)  
- Resource Demand  (overall demand for resources)  
- Check Resource Constraints/Availabilities  
 
Cost 
- Review Project Cost/Objectives   




- Update Risk Table  (including additional items coming out of above)  
- Incorporate addition of action steps from the Risk Assessment  
 
Quality 
- Quality Plan  (clarify & finalise)  
 
Communications 
- Communications Plan  (clarify & finalise)  
 
Procurement 
- Procurement Plan  (clarify & finalise)  
 
Change 
- Overall Change Control (scope change control, time change control, cost  
change control, quality change control etc.) 
 
The Project Plan development involves processes from each of the 9 topics of 
project management to be dealt with in this subject typically the earlier 
planning steps of each category. 
 
These key phases involve authorisation and then scoping and planning. 
 
Achieving agreement or signoff to the project plan is then the key step 
necessary before implementing the project plan.  We then formalise the 
implementation of the project plan and follow it through using control 
processes. 
 
The implementation of the project plan and its successful completion involves 
processes again from each of the categories and typically the following 
implementation and control processes. 
 
This will clearly set out the following chapters but, fundamentally, the items 
identified in the project plan in all categories will be implemented and each of 
these monitored and managed accordingly. 
 
The Project Plan is clearly the key document for a successful project to be 
implemented and you first need to see the key components of this. 
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The Implementation of the plan and the monitoring and control of it is the 
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Throughout this course and each of its topics we will refer to project 
examples.  They will provide a clear context and understanding of what each 
topic contains and how it would look on a real project.  Some of the project 
examples are reproductions of project management from an actual project, 
while other examples are fictional but borrow heavily from real projects. In all 
cases the project example will be instanced to give a relevant example and is 
to be used as a guide for your own development. 
 
Activities will follow these examples to consolidate smaller pieces of learning 
to the workplace and provide preparation for the assessment tasks. 
 
You will be asked to develop a Project Charter and Scope document as part 
of topic 2 and you will need to do this before being able to prepare a Project 
Plan document.  The Project Plan document will incorporate issues from each 
of the nine categories or topics following and then you will be asked to 
integrate a project plan from each of those parts. 
 
At this stage it is only important that you understand the overview of the parts 
of the Project Plan (Including the Charter and Scope) and that this will 
incorporate planning issues from each of the nine categories to be dealt with 
by topic in scope, time, cost, quality, human resource, communications, risk, 
procurement and integration. 
 
You may, in time, wish to extend this whole workplace assessment as 
evidence for the qualification of a registered project manager as provided by 
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Professional project managers are in growing demand in a large range of 
industries.  The need for organisations, groups and teams to agree on their 
objectives and to set a plan to achieve them is becoming a major focus .  In a 
rapidly changing world these organisations are realising that they need to 
utilise project management to maximise the value of their limited resources. 
 
The growth in demand for project managers has coincided with concerns for 
the identification of adequate standards and formulation of a knowledge base. 
 
Presently anyone can call themselves a project manager and that has the 
potential to diminish the standing of the profession.  The Australian Institute of 
Project Management (AIPM) and the Project Management Institute (PMI) are 
working to provide a number of ways of assessing and accrediting credentials 
in Australia. 
 
The Boards have decided to assist their members, and others, in sitting for 
the Project Management Professional (PMP) award.  This provides those 
working in the project management field with a method of demonstrating their 
knowledge of the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) 
 
 The AIPM has the Reg PM award which is based on competencies over the 
whole range of Project Management categories.  The assessing of these 
capabilities in the area of applied skills and knowledge is carried out to the 
National Competency Standards in Project Management. 
 
 This should incorporate understanding of the knowledge element proven by 
the PMP certification. 
 
 The National Competency Standards in Project Management 
 
 Design of the Standards 
 
 The standards have been developed to apply across a range of industries and 
enterprises and are thus cross-industry standards, allowing each industry or 
enterprise to generate specific competencies for its own use if it so desires. 
 
 The National Competency Standards for Project Management have been 
designed to: 
 
 · Be simple to understand and straightforward to use, and 
 · Cover the range of competencies which project managers and 
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The design of the standards reflects: 
 
 · Input from Australian Industry 
 · Key competencies defined by the Mayer Committee 
 · The framework developed for the Project Management Body of 
 Knowledge by the Project Management Institute in the USA, and 
 · The behavioural competencies identified and documented in the 
 Body of Knowledge developed by the Association of Project Managers 
 in the UK 
 
The nine Units of Competence outlined in the standards reflect the main 
functions of project management and the key processes required to integrate 
them. 
 
Each of these nine Units of Competence has been broken down into a 
number of elements which contain those criteria and data which can be 
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1.1.1  Outline the two most key steps in project management? 
 
1.1.2  Define what each of these involve in summary?  
 
1.1.3  Outline the nine c ategories of project management? 
 
1.1.4  Explain in a simple sentence how these categories relate to the key 
steps outlined in your answer to question 1.1.1? 
 
1.1.5  In implementing your project plan which of the nine categories of 
project management do you monitor and control?  
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1.2  Learning Objective Criteria - 2 
 
 To identify situations that requires a formal project management approach 
 
 What is a Project 
 
 A project is defined as an agreed process undertaken to achieve a 
unique and common objective defined for specific requirements 
including constraints on time, cost and quality and involving elements 
of risk, human resources, communication and delivery. 
 
In this context you need to be able to decide when to apply project 
management. 
 
Firstly, there are different types of projects, small and large, that require 
project management skills or would benefit from their application. 
 
Projects are generally one off activities that have been done to achieve the 
unique and common goal. This is the first test for a project, is it once off or 
unique? 
 
The next test is does it have a common objective amongst a group? Project 
management is very much a team or group activity.  It involves the co-
ordination of resources to achieve a unique or common (agreed) goal. 
 
So the next test is does it involve multiple resources? 
 
The next test is does it have constraints on time, cost and quality? 
 
The next test is does it involve elements of risk, human resource, 
communication and delivery? 
 
If your project in question pulls up a yes to all of the above then it qualifies for 
the final test and that is will its application bring about better outcomes in 
terms of time, cost and quality. 
 
The Purpose of Project Management Systems 
In simple terms, the purpose of project management is to: 
· Break a project into a manageable process, to communicate and agree 
the objectives and requirements of a project 
· To identify the key targets  
· To set those key targets to a time plan 
· To identify the resources required 
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· To test the feasibility of the plan 
· To have a model that predicts the project time, cost and outcome before 
it is fully committed to 
· To identify key aspects of risk, human resource, communication, 
procurement and quality to be dealt with 
· The communication to all key participants the plan and commitments 
required 
· To receive efficient feedback on the progress of the project 
· To enable team-work and organisation 
· To enable efficient review of the achievement (or likely) of the project 
objectives at any time 
· To enable an effective monitoring system to view all progress resource 
cost and quality effects  
· To enable successful outcome of a project 
· To empower people to achieve together what they could not otherwise 
do 
The History and Evolution of Project Management 
 
Project management has a long history. The Gantt Bar Chart the most used 
tool in project management was introduced in the 1800’s and with the Critical 
Path Method has been used successfully on major engineering and defence 
projects for half a century.  Project management principles have contributed to 
the success of projects such as: 
 
· The Suez Canal 
· The Snowy Mountains Hydro electric Scheme 
· The Rialto Tower complex 
· The Melbourne Cricket Ground Great Southern Stand 
· Major IT development, and 
· New business initiative  
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Common Principles across Industries 
 
Over the last half of the century, greater numbers of industries have 
recognised the benefits of project management methodologies, including: 
 
· IT 
· Resources  
· Mining 




· Education and research 
· Sports  
 
Each industry has slightly different adaptations but the same basic principles 
apply to all. 
 
Successful Project Management 
 
A successful project is one which is completed on time, on budget to the 
quality and performance objectives specified by the project owner. 
 
A Whim and a Prayer 
 
If a project is poorly thought out or started on a "whim and a prayer" it can 
lead to disaster for all involved.  A project needs to be properly conceived, 
planned and controlled if it is to have a reliable outcome.  
 
All stakeholders should be agreed on the concept and objectives of the 
project.  They need to understand the time and costs involved, the resource 
requirements, the risk of failure and the chances of success. 
 
Project Management in a Technical Environment  
 
Possibly one of the greatest threats to the successful management of a 
project exists in technical environments. 
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 Technical vs Project Management Expertise 
 
 In a technical environment, professionals often confuse their expertise in a 
particular area with expertise in project management.  They have completed 
complicated projects successfully in the past mainly because of their superior 
skills and knowledge in their particular area of technicality.  Because of this 
knowledge they had applied project determination without realising it and 
without a planned procedure.  They knew intuitively which plan to follow 
without setting it out for all to see. 
 
 Larger Projects, New Demands 
 
 However as more complex or changing objectives evolve this process 
eventually leads to lack of communication and coordination between groups.  
Team effort is diffused and group direction becomes a guessing game.  
 
 Professionals who fail to discern between expertise in their field and sound 
project management techniques can end up in a less than professional 
position.  It is imperative for the professional to know and understand the 
project management process, its forms of control and how to make it work to 
their advantage. 
 
 Project Management in the Management Environment 
 
 If the "technical environment" has its problems with project management so 
too do the managers. 
 
 Need to Understand the Process 
 
 Managers, technical or otherwise, need to understand the basic processes of 
project management.  They need to understand the demands proper project 
management places on them in terms of: 
 
· Decision making 
· Management support 
· The need to ensure money supply 




 Project management requires a group effort.  The success of a project can be 
as much the doing of an executive, as an engineer, as a project manager. It 
can be a satisfying effort with profits to match. 
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1.2.1  What are the six basic tests of a potential project to apply before 
 deciding whether to apply project management? 
 
1.2.2  Apply these questions to a project(s) you intend to use as a 
 workplace assessment for this subject and if it qualifies outline in 
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Rapid Assessment 
Key words; Environment -  the natural world, especially as affected by human organisation / activity 
Organisation - an organised body of people with a particular purpose, Purpose -  the reason for 
which something is done or for which something exists,  resolve or determination,  Programme  - A 
broad effort encompassing a number of projects and/or functional activities with a common purpose. 
Factors for Rapid Assessment 
1.1 Environment Background / Context (Urgency) 
1.1.1 Environment (Political, Power, Nature, Technical, what may / not change, givens) 
1.1.2 Background (Needs, Requirements, Context, Value and local / personal values) 
1.1.3 Stakeholders (Values, Culture, Vision, Leaders, Client) 
1.2  Programme Purpose  
1.2.1 Key Objectives (short and long term balance)/ Value / Priorities 
1.2.2 Assumptions / Constraints / Risks 
1.2.3 Necessary Inputs, Resources & Overall Cost Estimates (appropriate order of 
accuracy) 
1.2.4 Sustainable Strategies and Values (refer to Stakeholder Engagement process) 
1.2.5 Outcomes (Project Long Term Goals) / Impacts (long term sustainable?) 
1.2.6 Indicators (Key Criteria or Scoring for Evaluation) for Effective Governance. 
1.2.7 Key Milestones (time & performance, realistic contingency to key targets) 
1.2.8 And Programme overview 
1.2.8.1 E.g. Activities (comes from WBS / Programme Plan Breakdown)  
1.2.8.2 Inputs (from activities / WBS ) incl. Resources (from activities / WBS)  
1.2.8.3 Outputs are deliverables on given projects which make up the Programme we 
are addressing - What realistic and agreed targets can be put in place? 
1.2.8.4 Overall Time and Cost Budget and Contingencies (percentage allowance) and 
contingency into those targets to be able to achieve the long term sustainable. 
Key Factors for Rapid Assessment   
o Environment - Background, Context, Culture, Values 
o Programme Purpose – Key Objectives / Value, Sustainable Outcomes, 
Criteria  
Effective Evaluation ongoing throughout the programme comes from agreed statements 
measures / criteria for Value, Programme Purpose, Goals and Sustainable Outcomes 
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Stakeholder Engagement 
Key words: Stakeholder - a person with an interest or stake in the organisation, Culture customs, 
institutions, and achievements of a particular nation, people, or group.  Values - A principle, 
standard, or quality considered worthwhile or desirable. 
Primary Factors  
1. Programme Purpose Stakeholder Needs Analysis Scope  
1.1. Stakeholder reference group to help define value, goals, methods of recording 
stakeholders, their cultural artefacts, level of interest, expectations, their level of 
influence and impacts on individuals as well as groups. 
1.2. Stakeholder Influence chart – resolve key values, criteria, strategies culture of 
stakeholders, with power / relationships / influence / mix / agendas and individual 
drivers identified and understood. 
1.3. Key stakeholder / key resource understanding of the Scope (boundaries) – value 
goals / objectives with a clear and agreed statement of outcomes defined. 
1.4. Define and agree project goals - project scope. Along with project champion & 
leader. Facilitate group input and diversity of insights for building a credible 
solution and develop stakeholder & team understanding of long & short goals. 
1.5. Outline Governance Process – Key Macro to Micro Process and Evaluation Criteria 
Key Add Factors for Stakeholder Engagement Scope 
o  Stakeholder Needs Analysis Scope (may be in table / matrix form) 
o Effective consultation with all relevant stakeholders 
o Culture of Stakeholders and mix identified and understood 
o Relationships addressed 
o
 
Power / Influence level and needs reflected 
o  Programme Governance Structure and Process / Methodology  
o  Scope / Value Criteria for Regular Evaluation and Project / Programme 
Management and how to get people to decide / agree / commit 
Effective Evaluation ongoing throughout the programme comes from agreed 
understandings and measures for Programme Purpose, Stakeholder Needs Analysis, 
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Communication Process  
Key Words: Communication the exchange of information, ideas, or feelings, a plan of the 
communications activities during the programme. Governance - the functions, responsibilities, 
processes and procedures that define how the programme is set up, managed and controlled. 
Competence - having the necessary skill or knowledge to do something successfully. Trust - firm 
belief in the reliability, truth, ability, or strength of someone or something. Intangible - not directly 
quantifiable but which should still be built into the programme or project where possible e.g. 
improvements in staff learning 
2. Communication and Governance 
3.1 People - Skills / Competencies / Self Actualisation are the key to interpret, report, 
forecast progress and strategy. Listen as well as talking 
3.2 Communication process to work between al all levels and language / culture / distance / 
logistics.  Feasible communication plan in terms of resources, contingencies, risks and 
outcomes resolved and signed off by all key players  
3.3 Governance – Effective process and direction with head to key evaluation criteria and 
linked macro and micro processes in initiation, planning, implementation monitoring 
and evaluation of tangible and intangible goals or purpose. 
3.4  Organisation structure to be adequate and agreed. Senior Management / Board 
support understood, stated and experienced.  
Key Factors for Communication Process 
o  People - Skills / Competencies / Self Actualisation keys 
o  Communication Process / Method – Understandable at each level gaining 
ownership, formal and informal 
o  Governance - Organisation Structure between all levels reflecting macro / 
micro value and have processes in place to monitor and evaluate 
 
Effective Evaluation ongoing throughout the programme comes from agreed 
understandings and measures for Programme Purpose, Stakeholder Needs Analysis and 
Effective Governance / Communication Processes / Structure / Value with effective relating 
macro & micro systems. 
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Plan Programme  
Key Words; Programme Management - the co-ordinated organisation, direction and 
implementation of a portfolio of projects and activities that together achieve outcomes and 
realise benefits that are of strategic importance. Project - a temporary organisation to undertake a 
unique, novel and transient endeavour managing the inherent uncertainty and need for 
integration in order to deliver beneficial objectives of change. Plan (ing) - A scheme, program, or 
method worked out beforehand for the accomplishment of an objective 
3. Programme and Project Planning 
4.1 Programme – flexible at macro (programme) and micro (project) level, understood, 
agreed by all key resources and stakeholders & understandable to key value criteria  
4.2 Practical Planning at macro and micro levels - Problem Solving, Learning, 
Replanning, Dependency Programmes. Targets, Outcomes, Impacts, Risk 
Management with appropriate contingency 
4.3 The feasibility of the projects comprising the programme in terms of key goals 
targets / risks, resources, contingencies, risks and outcomes resolved and signed off 
by all key players.  
4.4 Programme and project management practices that allow the group or organisation 
to manage a group of projects that are matched to the programme strategy and 
development objectives. 
4.5 Project, programme / organisation metrics that provides direct monitoring and 
evaluation on project performance, and anticipated future success /vision. 
Sustainable organisations are increasingly recognising the need for macro / micro 
aligned success criteria. 
Key Factors for Programme Planning   
o  Feasible Programme / Project Planning -  evaluation criteria focus  
o  Group, Programme & Project Evaluation Practice Values  - Macro / Micro 
o  Practical Planning, problem solving, risk & contingency planning, 
dependency programmes, commitment, s.m.a.r.t and flexible, human. 
Effective Evaluation ongoing throughout the programme comes from agreed measures for 
Programme Plans, Goals and Sustainable Outcomes & Value through CSC and CSF which are 
feasible, understood and agreed. 
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Implement and Monitor Outcome 
Key Words; Implement - put into effect, Monitor - keep under observation, especially so as to 
regulate, record, or control. Outcome - Results or changes of the program, Results of a process, 
including outputs, effects, and impacts, Critical Success Factors (CSF) - Key areas of activity or 
enablers with which favourable results are necessary for a group to reach its goal 
Primary Factors  
4. Project Implementation and Monitoring                
5.1 Check the feasibility of the programme / plan in terms of resources, contingencies, 
risks and outcomes resolved and signed off by all key players 
5.2 Check Clear Risk Understanding - Identification / Assignment of Risk in Delivery  
5.3 Check Agreed Action, Commitment - Contract, Contingency and Risk - Are both    
tangible and intangible costs being addressed?  
5.4 Implement, Communicate, Achieve - Lead, Monitor Commitment, Time, Cost, 
Funding, Resource, Target, Manage Actions, Risk, Contingency, Criteria. 
       5.9 Manage & Monitor – Performance, Contingency, Risk, Action, Criteria (CSF), Audit 
Keys Factors for Monitoring   
o  Implement, Communicate, Lead and Achieve / Review Plan - Resolve, 
Replan, Update Action, Contingency / Risk 
o  Monitor Performance & Commitment - People & competence are key 
to interpret, report, forecast progress - Timeline, Resource, Contract, 
Budget, Audit. 
o  Review Targets (monitoring) and Achieve Key Criteria ongoing thru 
Evaluation 
 
Effective Evaluation throughout the programme enabled by clear 
definition of Value, Programme Plans, Goals, Risks, Targets, Contingency,  
Milestones, Commitment, and the flexibility to resolve and update with 
overall parameters to still achieve Sustainable Outcomes through CSC and 
CSF. 
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Evaluate  
Key Words; Evaluate - to decide the value or worth of, Benefits - Quantitative and qualitative 
improvements expected or resulting from a plan or programme, Stakeholder Expectations -  what is 
considered the most likely to happen. Any expectation is a belief that is centered on the future, may 
or may not be realistic. 
 Evaluate the Feasibility and Sustainability of the Organisation/ Programme /Project by 
being able to effectively review with key stakeholders the 
6.1 Value / Benefits Realisation, Outcomes, Stakeholder Expectations & Satisfaction 
Relative Importance of Criteria.  
6.2 Goals (take care with initial over-optimism, conceptual difficulty) Rich 
Communication, Key Agreed Criteria, Leadership, Flexible, Understood, Enable to 
Implement & Evaluate. 
6.3 Performance (ensure success criteria, clarity & consensus, un/acceptable) 
6.4 Risks (realistic & then target milestones (time & cost) with realistic contingency) 
6.5 Outcome (success / failure, satisfaction / dissatisfaction) 
Key Questions  
· Can each aspect of the project be evaluated? 
· Is the evaluation system built into the project?  
What are your overall criteria for success? What are your indicators for success? How will 
you evaluate on a regular basis that your programme will achieve sustainable outcomes. 
Ongoing Keys for Evaluation        
o  Value / Benefits / Performance / Simple Effective Workable Overview  
o  Key success criteria agreed & smart simple but effective planning and 
communication methods – key Goals (soft & hard), Questions, Metrics 
o  Simplify and Focus the Project - Maximise realisation of gains through 
Evaluation 
Effective Evaluation and Growth for organisation / programme by realisation of  criteria 
(CCS & CSF) for Organisation Value, Programme Plans, Goals, Risks, Contingency, 





Appendix 6 - Glossary of Terms 
 
Antecedent -a thing or event that existed logically or logically precedes another or needs to 
be in place for the other, the statement contained in the ‘if’ clause of a conditional 
proposition 
Benefits - quantitative and qualitative improvements expected or resulting from a plan or 
programme,  
Communication - the exchange of information, ideas, or feelings, a plan of the 
communications activities during the programme,  
Competence - having the necessary skill or knowledge to do something successfully.  
Culture - customs, institutions, and achievements of a particular nation, people, or group,   
Environment - the natural world, especially as affected by human organisation / activity  
Evaluate - to decide the value or worth of,  
Evaluation Criteria - measurable Indicators that will be used to evaluate the progress to 
otherwise towards agreed (tangible and intangible) outcomes and long term desired 
impacts, 
Frame – an open structure that gives shape and support to something, an established order, 
plan or system, 
Method – orderliness of thought or action, the orderly arrangement of ideas, way of 
proceeding or doing something, 
Methodology – the system of methods and systems used in a particular discipline, the 
science of method 
Model – a simplified (often mathematical) description of a system to assist predictions, a 
representative form, style or pattern,  
Governance - the functions, responsibilities, processes and procedures that define how the 
programme is set up, managed and controlled,  
Implement - put into effect,  
Intangible Goals - not directly quantifiable but which should still be built into the programme 
or project where possible e.g. improvements in staff learning 
Logical Framework Analysis (LFA) or Logframe - was developed essentially in the 
international development area for clear definition of the project activities needed to affect 
the deliverables and realise the outcomes to goals 




Non Government Organisations (NGO) - not-for-profit aid / relief or community-managed 
organisations that may receive government funding specifically for the purpose of providing 
community support service, carrying out development projects or programmes. 
Objective - 1. being the object or goal of one's efforts or actions, 2.  not influenced by 
personal feelings, interpretations, or prejudice; based on facts; unbiased. 
Objective outcome  - 1. outcomes that define (and achieve) the objective, 2. outcomes that 
are objectively evaluated or validated. 
Organisation - an organised body of people with a particular purpose,  
Outcomes – end results realised by a set of actions or outputs, results or changes of the 
programme or a process, including outputs and activities,  
Outputs – the product of a process, the deliverables or actions which produce value, 
which when delivered together through a programme of projects to achieve an 
outcome which can be evaluated through their sum, 
Paradigm – a pattern or model, especially one underlying a theory or methodology, in the 
philosophy of science a very general conception of the nature of scientific endeavour within 
which a given enquiry is taken, 
Plan (ning) - a scheme, program, or method worked out beforehand for the accomplishment 
of an objective 
Post Disaster Rebuild Methodology (PDRM) - developed in 2005 by the PMI for application 
by relief agencies, non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and/or governments following a 
major disaster. It is based on A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge 
(PMBOK
®
 Guide)–Third Edition 
Programme - a broad effort encompassing a number of projects and/or functional activities 
with a common purpose. 
Programme Management - the co-ordinated organisation, direction and implementation of 
a portfolio of projects and activities that together achieve outcomes and realise benefits that 
are of strategic importance,  
Project - a temporary organisation to undertake a unique, novel and transient endeavour 
managing the inherent uncertainty and need for integration in order to deliver beneficial 
objectives of change,  
Project Management (PM) - the application of knowledge, skills, tools, and techniques to 
pr0ject activities in order to meet or exceed stakeholder needs and expectations from a 
project. 
Project Cycle Management (PCM) - works with the Logical Framework Analysis or Logframe 
method through ongoing project action and reflection cycles to enable rigorous monitoring 
and evaluation of project action to programme outcomes 
Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) - an internationally recognised body of 
knowledge, that provides the fundamentals of project management as they apply to a wide 
range of projects. It offers a set of processes, generally recognised as good practice, which 
delivers results across industries and organizations. With over two million copies in 
circulation, the PMBOK® Guide is renowned as one of the leading tools for the profession. 
iii 
 
Project Management Institute (PMI) -  (see www.pmi.org.au ) the world’s largest PM 
institute which has arguably the most developed set of methods in PM (being the Project 
Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK)) and standards in Programme and Organisation 
Portfolio Management. 
Project Monitoring and Evaluation (PM&E or M&E) – project monitoring and evaluation can 
be an integral part of each phase/step of the project life cycle.  There can be measurable 
objectives when the project is defined and measurable milestone in the project plan.  During 
the implementation of the plan monitoring and evaluation can show to what extent the 
project or programme has reached the outcomes and targets 
Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) - first developed by Peter Checkland in 1980 for complex 
or messy problems and people issues in project research and resolution. The term “soft” in 
respect of systems was defined in response to the realisation that not everything that affects 
an outcome is a material or hard part of the system. 
Success Criteria – the standards by which the project is to be judged to have been successful 
in the eyes of the stakeholders. 
Success Factors-- key areas of activity or enablers with which favourable results are 
necessary for a group to reach its objective outcomes 
Stakeholder - a person with an interest or stake in the organisation,  
Stakeholder Expectations - what is considered the most likely to happen. Any expectation is 
a belief that is centred on the future, may or may not be realistic.  
Value - relative worth, merit, or importance  
Trust - firm belief in the reliability, truth, ability, or strength of someone or something,   
Values - A principle, standard, or quality considered worthwhile or desirable,  
 
 
